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About This Game

Welcome to the Duck Force, recruit!

Experience an amazing adventure in the rough stone age, where the bunny people under rule of a maniacal leader strives for the
absolute power.

Prove your skills in an epic air battle and show the crazy bunnies where a drake has his feathers!

In varied levels, you must be stronger, faster and more skilled than your insidious opponents.
Fly through dry deserts and rocky canyons full of challenges and evolve from a lame duck to a majestic flight artists.

At the end of each climate zone a powerful boss is waiting for you.
Will you be victorious at the end?

By the Duck Force, we count on you!
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Really intriguing concept, but gameplay (single-player, at least - I haven't played any online matches) is awkward and ultimately
unsatisfying.

On paper it sounds great: take the deck-building elements of a CCG and then use the deck to spawn not just static units, but
pieces on a small gameboard (lane-based, in this case.) The biggest reason it doesn't all come together is that given the scrolling
card mechanic, even the best decks show huge variability in effectiveness depending on draw order.

You can play one round and get nothing but "upgrades" while your opponent rolls out unit after unit, then start over with the
same deck and steamroll her right off the map. I know, you're thinking "L2P n3wb, u hav to balance ur deck." But that's really
not it. A deck that's statistically well balanced can still hit awful runs, and because each player's hand is constantly pruned to the
last 5 cards dealt, there's no recovering from them.

As it stands, the strategy aspect of the game feels pretty much absent - less like poker, more like war (you know, the card game
"war.") Plenty of flavor, just not much depth.. I want to like this, but I can't bring myself to say that I do. The interface is
horribly clunky, taking too many clicks to do simple things. For instance, if you have a production queue, you should be able to
rearrange the queue instead of deleting items (and clicking confirmation) and then readding. Also, AI heaps a zillion ships
everywhere and no way to make borders safe because fleet size is very limited (reminds me of Endless Space), while AI seems
able to put its entire fleet on your border.

Also, turns take too long. I don't want to sit and watch every ship movement be resolved.

Some innovative ideas with this one, but it fell WELL short of my hopes. Sadly, this one is yet another 4x game should be
passed over.. This game is a good timewaster but is quite buggy - the sound controls dont work (tried on several computers) - I
like to play with no music and low sound but the controls not working made this impossible and instead I have to mute my
computer. The animals also get "stuck" quite often and they dont produce anything and just stand there making their sound over
and over - this means quite often you dont beat the timer unless you buy extra animals (at which point by the time youve made
enough money, you're past the time for gold etc anyway.

So while it's fun to play and cheap, I wouldn't recommend it when theres a pile of identical games out there (some of which I
have in my library but havent played yet). I enjoyed my time - but I am not the target audience. I wasn't going for all the points -
just making it through a level was enough for me (pretty sure that I played more than the 2 hours posted).
It was an enjoyable romp for a few hours - but spidy does see to have mercury for blood - as he's got a lot of inertia. Also it
seems that it takes him more time to change direction depending on the surface.
If you are gaming eclectic - then get it on special - if you are into platformers - read other reviews than mine.. Yeeeeeeeeeeeeep,
yep, yep, yep, yep
it's DESCENT!
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Review for Bleeding Blocks available here. The game has set speed text making you HAVE to read at the exact speed the
developer chose. It also means that if you should want to restart the game for any reason, you're forced to re-sit through all the
unskippable text "video".

Graphically, the game is poorly optimized. I have a powerful gaming rig, but I was forced to down grade the video quality of the
game due to its poor optimizations. I did like the quality of the graphics in the cave scenes and the fireflies - very well done.

Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/NeTQnOEWl0s. I bought it when it was on sale, but I think it's
worth full price.
One of those games that surprises you with how much effort they put into it. Looking forward to what 2019 has in store for this
game!. Soccertron has cool ideas, but ultimately needs a bit of work in the physics and control department. I love couch co-op
and versus, which is why I picked up this cheap title. Its fairly simple, there are several sports to play a la two or four-player
style (1v1 or 2v2 volleyball, soccer, basketball, etc.). The problem is that it is very difficult to control the ball and actually be
*good* at it.

We did not play all that long, but it was clear this was the case. There is more button-mashing than anything, really.

Pros:
+Its cheap and has some cool ideas

Cons:
-Physics is wonky enought that makes it really difficult to have control and not button-mash
-Side-view sports are not really that fun, IMO
-While there are several game modes - they all play out the same
-No character customization or anything, just lots of neon colors

I got it for half price, and still have buyer's remorse.. It's quite underwhelming, they somehow manage to make the first tank
battles in history look boring. I didn't expect multiple stealth missions (as if there aren't enough of those already) in a tank
mission pack, by the way! Also the voiceacting for the English missions in this DLC is almost as ridiculously bad as the
voiceacting for the Russian DLC, although with the lines these people got it's hard to blame them for it really. Don't bother
with this one, the French DLC is better.. Another great map from ViewApp once again

Pros:
AI Bendy Is Now drivable
New Bus
Line 23A
New station 2006

Cons:
No Depot

i think this addon is great. Sounds like an interesting game as I love British history. The problem is it crashes in the same spot
every time I try to play it.

This is the only game I have that does this, too.
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